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The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists is the premier public resource on scientific
and technological developments that impact global security. Founded by
Manhattan Project Scientists, the Bulletin's iconic "Doomsday Clock" stimulates
solutions for a safer world.
Investment - in both facilities and know-how - is essential for growth. Economists
try to understand the forces that determine investment, but investment behaviour
is unruly; often the term animal spirits is used to explain the resulting volatility.
This volume presents studies to explain international investment behaviour and
assess its impact on growth and jobs. The authors also examine policy measures
to reverse the climate of low investment that has characterised recent decades.
The contributors examine how well standard models of investment work, the role
of finance constraints, the effect of risk and uncertainty, the impact of alternative
forms of corporate governance, the forces shaping the adoption of new
technology, the impact of foreign direct investment, the effect of investment on
the NAIRU and the causal structure of investment and growth. Editors
introductions to the different sections of the book provide comprehensive
overviews of the main theories of investment, the impact of investment on growth
and employment and examine the main questions raised for policy makers.
When the 1st German Inverted Classroom Conference was staged in 2012, the
organizers thought that it may have been the first and last conference of this kind:
Too few teachers seemed to be familiar with this model in the first place and only
a tiny fragment of them would actually apply this model to their own teaching
scenarios. However, in the 2013 conference, we were overwhelmed with a large
number of teachers who not only wanted to find out about this teaching and
learning concept but had already used it. Consequently, the focus of the 2nd
German Inverted Classroom Conference to which this conference volume is
dedicated was no longer the “installation” of the Inverted Classroom Model (ICM)
but fine adjustments in the actual application of it. This is reflected in the
contributions to this volume. Even though all three central aspects of the ICM are
addressed, (1) content production and delivery, (2) testing, and (3) the in-class
phase, there has been a shift away from mere content production towards an
expansion of the model as well as a move towards fine adjustments of the three
components.
A high-quality, exam-focused resource to facilitate passage through ICU Fellowship
examinations. This is the first publication to specifically meet the goals of an examination guide
for ICM trainees.
The official records of the proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Colony and
Protectorate of Kenya, the House of Representatives of the Government of Kenya and the
National Assembly of the Republic of Kenya.
CIM ICM Bulletin Technical PapersPeer-reviewed Technical Papers Published by the
Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and PetroleumComputational Science – ICCS
201919th International Conference, Faro, Portugal, June 12–14, 2019, Proceedings, Part
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This book is a selection of results obtained within two years of research per- formed
under SYNAT - a nation-wide scientific project aiming at creating an infrastructure for
scientific content storage and sharing for academia, education and open knowledge
society in Poland. The selection refers to the research in artificial intelligence,
knowledge discovery and data mining, information retrieval and natural language
processing, addressing the problems of implementing intelligent tools for building a
scientific information platform.This book is a continuation and extension of the ideas
presented in “Intelligent Tools for Building a Scientific Information Platform” published
as volume 390 in the same series in 2012. It is based on the SYNAT 2012 Workshop
held in Warsaw. The papers included in this volume present an overview and insight
into information retrieval, repository systems, text processing, ontology-based systems,
text mining, multimedia data processing and advanced software engineering.
The five-volume set LNCS 11536, 11537, 11538, 11539, and 11540 constitutes the
proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Computational Science, ICCS
2019, held in Faro, Portugal, in June 2019. The total of 65 full papers and 168
workshop papers presented in this book set were carefully reviewed and selected from
573 submissions (228 submissions to the main track and 345 submissions to the
workshops). The papers were organized in topical sections named: Part I: ICCS Main
Track Part II: ICCS Main Track; Track of Advances in High-Performance Computational
Earth Sciences: Applications and Frameworks; Track of Agent-Based Simulations,
Adaptive Algorithms and Solvers; Track of Applications of Matrix Methods in Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning; Track of Architecture, Languages, Compilation and
Hardware Support for Emerging and Heterogeneous Systems Part III: Track of
Biomedical and Bioinformatics Challenges for Computer Science; Track of Classifier
Learning from Difficult Data; Track of Computational Finance and Business Intelligence;
Track of Computational Optimization, Modelling and Simulation; Track of Computational
Science in IoT and Smart Systems Part IV: Track of Data-Driven Computational
Sciences; Track of Machine Learning and Data Assimilation for Dynamical Systems;
Track of Marine Computing in the Interconnected World for the Benefit of the Society;
Track of Multiscale Modelling and Simulation; Track of Simulations of Flow and
Transport: Modeling, Algorithms and Computation Part V: Track of Smart Systems:
Computer Vision, Sensor Networks and Machine Learning; Track of Solving Problems
with Uncertainties; Track of Teaching Computational Science; Poster Track ICCS 2019
Chapter “Comparing Domain-decomposition Methods for the Parallelization of
Distributed Land Surface Models” is available open access under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License via link.springer.com.
Only two years after its first run, the Inverted Classroom Conference has become a
familiar event at Marburg University. Most conference participants not only knew about
this digital teaching and learning scenario but were experienced users and developers.
While during its predecessors most participants wanted to familiarize themselves with
the central components of the Inverted Classroom Model, the focus of the 3rd German
Inverted Classroom Conference in 2014, to which this conference volume is dedicated,
was not only a discussion of variants of the model but also, for the first time, the
inclusion of long-term evaluations and aspects of student behavior. This shift of
emphasis is reflected in the contributions to this volume. Even though all central
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aspects of the ICM - content production and delivery, testing, and the in-class phase are still addressed, we can now find recommendations concerning digital material
acquisition, in-class tuition, the role of student tutors as well as first long-term studies
about ICM effects. In general then, the focus was much wider than that of the first two
ICM-conferences: from a new and originally non-familiar teaching and learning scenario
to more general aspects of digitization of teaching and learning in the 21st century.
Henry O. Pollak Chairman of the International Program Committee Bell Laboratories Murray
Hill, New Jersey, USA The Fourth International Congress on Mathematics Education was held
in Berkeley, California, USA, August 10-16, 1980. Previous Congresses were held in Lyons in
1969, Exeter in 1972, and Karlsruhe in 1976. Attendance at Berkeley was about 1800 full and
500 associate members from about 90 countries; at least half of these come from outside of
North America. About 450 persons participated in the program either as speakers or as
presiders; approximately 40 percent of these came from the U.S. or Canada. There were four
plenary addresses; they were delivered by Hans Freudenthal on major problems of
mathematics education, Hermina Sinclair on the relationship between the learning of language
and of mathematics, Seymour Papert on the computer as carrier of mathematical culture, and
Hua Loo-Keng on popularising and applying mathematical methods. Gearge Polya was the
honorary president of the Congress; illness prevented his planned attendence but he sent a
brief presentation entitled, "Mathematics Improves the Mind". There was a full program of
speakers, panelists, debates, miniconferences, and meetings of working and study groups. In
addition, 18 major projects from around the world were invited to make presentations, and
various groups representing special areas of concern had the opportunity to meet and to plan
their future activities.
Updated with coverage of the newest ACRC, CIT, CLSC, and BCRAN exams, this "Test
Yourself" guide contains over 575 questions in eight full CCNP practice exams. All questions
feature in-depth answers to teach readers what they need to know to become certified.
This is the first book to critically address the issue of how we can enhance and develop
creativities in higher music education. It features new international, richly diverse perspectives
on the nature and practice of creativities in different cultural and institutional contexts, in
varying roles and in response to diverse professional pressures and expectations of artistic
and educational achievement. This compelling and provocative book combines powerful social
and educational commentaries and examples drawn from international sources based on
original practices and experience of a diversity of creativities. The authors provide an important
contribution by drawing attention to what is at the heart of all music and how we can
understand and foster these multiple creativities at an individual and institutional level. It
features new analyses of the question of creativities in higher music education, and offers
illustrative and innovative examples of adaptive learning environments for teaching and
learning creatively, considering the broader issue of the role of creativities in relation to
educational policy in the context of increasingly interventionist governments and rapidly paced
educational change. Topics covered include: -the conceptual tools for people to think about
and debate multiple creativities -the role of creativities in higher music education -how
musicians can develop multiple creativities in new ways -new approaches to teaching and
learning for multiple creativities -what constitute leadership creativities in conservatoires and
music departments -creativities at the interface of institutional learning cultures -assessing the
multiple creativities of music. Developing Creativities in Higher Music Education offers a multidisciplinary research and practice focus, which will be essential reading for anyone involved in
higher education and industry sectors. The book will appeal to academics and practitioners in
music, researchers, instrumental and vocal teachers, curriculum and policy developers and
institutional managers who want to enrich the higher education experiences of their students
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and enable them to develop more of their creative potential. It is also ideal reading for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of music education who are looking for an
authoritative selection of writings that define the fields of musical creativities in one
comprehensive volume.
Get an inside view of producing digital information projects Digital technology has provided
great opportunities as well as colossal challenges for information professionals at Slavic
libraries, collections, and archives. Virtual Slavica: Digital Libraries, Digital Archives presents
leading information experts exploring the monumental task of converting Slavic manuscripts
and books for presentation in the digital realm. Readers get a clear inside view of how to
conquer the various challenges that arise within digital library and archive projects through
detailed descriptions of specific projects discussed in easy-to-understand language. Slavic
studies present innate problems when attempts are made to allow access to the material over
the Internet. The Cyrillic alphabet is just one of the huge stumbling blocks standing in the way
of universal access to this important material. Virtual Slavica: Digital Libraries, Digital Archives
provides practical strategies for anyone looking for answers to problems within their own virtual
information project. Copyright issues, digital reference, text encoding, online translation,
presentation issues, and use of grant funding are some the topics comprehensively discussed
to give information professionals clear solutions to the issues they may be facing. The book is
carefully referenced. Virtual Slavica: Digital Libraries, Digital Archives examines: the
persistence of multiple standards for digitally handling the Cyrillic alphabet presenting the
Comintern archives online FEB-web—its structure, the creation of digital editions, its plans for
the future copyright issues in the twenty-first century Meeting of Frontiers—the reorganization of
the text content of the international collaborative digital library project at the Library of
Congress standardized encoding practical and theoretical programming issues the unforeseen
difficulties—and solutions—to complete a grant-funded digital Slavic project and more Virtual
Slavica: Digital Libraries, Digital Archives is of keen interest to librarians, archivists, Slavic
studies academics, and library and information science educators and students.
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